
 

 

Complexity (Finding & Making Space in Wild Color) 
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TA Sarah Esme Harrison 
3 credits 
Painting  
 
This course will explore collage and assemblage through a range of “attachment” methods and 
materials, including glue and nails but also metaphors, like how babies form attachment and 
how adults continue to love, connect and make sense of their lives. Through writing, drawing, 
and building small layered spaces with images, objects, scraps of wood, paint and found 
materials from the surrounding woods and thrift stores, students will devise structures for 
understanding the complexity of experiences in the world and virtual spaces. Using layers, 
lenses, frames, architectural models, psychological projection, “flow”, data, statistics, 
information processing, primate visions, “Ways of Knowing”, poetics, politics, media studies, and 
détournement, the goal of this class will be to disorganize, to be messy and intuitive, and to 
saturate our senses with the complexities of physical space. We will look underwater, in our 
purses and coat pockets, into geological strata and nurse logs, tide-pools and bird cages, 
cosmic models and snail shells to think about “space as the place,” as Sun Ra said. And we will 
do it all in color. 
Readings: 
Francois Cheng Empty and Full excerpt 
Lane Relyea Art in the Box 
Leo Steinberg Other Criteria 
Hito Steyerl In Free Fall 
Lauren Berlant on attachment,  
The Devil in the White City excerpt 
 
Please purchase a copy of The Poetics of Space by Gaston Bachelard and read as much 
as possible before coming to Oxbow. Bring the book. 
Supplies: 
A set of Watercolor or Gouache 
Pencils, sharpeners, erasers 
Charcoal 
Paper for drawing 
oil and acrylic paints 
GLUE, screws, furniture tacks 
many brushes including chip brushes and house paint brushes 
3 “boxes” of varying sizes, between 8 inches and 15 inches, between 3 and 6 inches deep. 
These can be shoe bozes, cardboard boxes, wooden boxes or even deep stretchers. Even a 
piece of particle board or plywood can be a “box”. Also plexiglass boxes, birdcages or small 
suitcases are possible box structures.  
three painting surfaces around 16 x 24 inches. panel or canvas/linen. 
We encourage students NOT to work on store-bought, pre-primed canvases, but rather to 
supply themselves with raw canvas/linen, PVA sizing, gesso, staple gun with heavy duty staples 
(T50 or a similar size will work well), and stretcher bars that can be either purchased or made in 
the wood shop. Because of the extremely short length of this course, we strongly recommend 
students have whatever painting surfaces on which they plan to work prepared prior to the start 
of the course. 



 

 

Also bring Sketchbooks, collage materials, found objects, drawing tools, poster boards, fabric 
and textiles, construction materials, photography equipment, props, air-dry clay, papier mâche. 
 
We will have regular discussions of readings and work throughout our time here, as well 
as opportunities to swim and canoe and walk and muse and read poetry and write.  
This schedule is subject to change based on the needs of the students and faculty. 
 
Day One: Introductions and Body Awareness Workshop. Getting a sense of the scale of our 
bodies, movement, imagined and remembered bodies.  
 
Day Two: Morning: Drawing in the woods, finding holes in the earth, in trees, in rocks, nests, 
sand dunes. Afternoon: Drawing buildings around campus, from the inside and the outside. 
Drawing floor plans of a few rooms including painting studio. 
Evening lecture on space, ritual, bodies and time in painting 
 
Day Three: Texture Studies: Draw clouds, water, bark, dirt rock, and make texture studies with 
glue and stuff: coffee grounds, dirt, flour, glitter, etc. (see Texturologies, Dubuffet, 
Rauschenberg and Bataille - Formless) 
 
 
Day Four: Build three boxes.  
Examples: Thomas Schutte (real space models)  
Joseph Cornell (symbolic spaces) 
Mike Kelley (bird houses, real and symbolic) 
Louise Nevelson (literal, painted uniform color) 
Louise Bourgeois (womanhouse) 
 
Day Five: Light the boxes and Draw them using tonal shading - charcoal, and color 
Evening: Trompe L’oeil lecture 
 
Day Six: Paint one box as realistic as you can. 
 
Day Seven: We will begin to improvise on the boxes, modify, simplify. 
 
Day Eight: Find one shape from the boxes and repeat and locate the shape in the world. 
Evening: Lecture - Shapes, Psychology, Color 
 
Day Nine: By this point you will have found many things that spark your interest and you will be 
working independently. 
 
Day Ten: Adventure Day 
 
Day Eleven - Day Thirteen: Independent work time 
 
Day Fourteen: Final discussion of work as a group 
 


